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Let R be a ring with 1, R Op the opposite ring, and R-Mod the category of left unitary 
R-modules and R-linear maps. A characterization of well-powered abelian categories Sp such 
that there exists an exact embedding functor ~4 + R-MwI is given. Using this characterization 
and abelian category duality, the following duality principles can be established. 
Theorem. There exists an exact embedding functor ~2 --* R-Mod if and only if there exists an 
exact embedding functor sP’-, R--Mod. 
Corollary. If R-Mod has a specified diagram-chasing property, then R--Mod has the dual 
property. 
A lattice L is representable by R-modules if it is embeddable in the lattice of submodules of 
some unitary left R-module; 9(R) denotes the quasivariety of all lattices representable by 
R-modules. 
Theerem, A lattice L is representable by R-modules if and only if its order dual L * is 
representable by R”P-modules. That is, .9(R+‘) = {L * : L E .9(R)). 
1;: R is a commutative ring with 1 and a specified diagram-chasing result is satisfied in R-Mod, 
then the dual result 
{L*: L E Z(R)). 
is also satisfied in R-Mod. Furthermore, 5?(R) is self-dual: 9(R) = 
The duality principle described above has not been considered previously in this 
form, to the author’s knowledge. However,,the classical duality between points and 
lines in a projective geometry is closely related to it. In more recent work, certain 
related self-duality results were obtained. l3. Jonsson proved [14] that the variety of 
Arguesian lattices is self-dual, and that any complemented Arguesian lattice is 
embeddable in a product of irreducible Arguesian projective geometries [13]. By 
classical coordinatization methods, G. Birkhoff [l] (finite dimensional case) and 0. 
Frink [4] showed that an irreducible Arguesian projective geometry of length three 
or more is isomorphic to the lattice of submodules of some R-module, where R: is 
an appropriate division ring. The self-duality of the abelian category axioms has 
been an attractive feature of the theory since its inception, and has been used 
heavily. From the original embedding theorem for small abelian categories, it was 
h, the category of abelian groups and homomorphisms, is self-dual for 
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diagram-chasing properties. (Technically, a clompound iagrammatic statement [2: 
p. 961 is satisfied in Ab if and only if its dual is satisfied in Ab.) By an argument 
similar to the proof of Theorem 3, it is a corollary of the embedding theorem that 
the. class of all lattices representable by abelian groups is self-dual. 
This paper, like earlier work [7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 121, demonstrates the utility of 
abelian category methods for the study of lattices representable by R-modules. The 
author is grateful to C. Herrmann for helpful discussions of frames and dual frames 
iIs considered in [6], which motivated the search for a lattice duality principle. 
We first consider the characterization of well-powered abelian categories which 
have an exact embedding into R -Mod. A commutative ring version of the following 
theorem was given in [ll: 2.81. 
Definition. If R is a ring +vith 1, then SQ has property A(R) if J$ is a well-powered 
abelian category, there e. :ists an exact embedding functor F: & + 3 for some 
well-powered abelian c*a tegory 9, and there exist ring homomorphisms 
& : R --) S(F(A), F(A)) preserving 1 for each A in & such that F(f)&(r) = 
&(r)F(f) for each f: A + B in Se and r in R. 
If & is small, the set ‘F,nd(F) of natural transformations F + F is a ring with 1 
under pointwise addition and dot product. (See the proof that the functor category 
(4, Ab) is an abelian category [Z: Thm. 5.1, p. 1091.) In this case, .QU has property 
dl (R) if and only if there ifr,. an exact embedding functor F: & + 9 of well-powered 
abelian categories such that there exists a ring homomorphism 5: R + End(F) 
preserving 1. If & is not small, then End(F) is not a proper construction in the von 
Neumann-Ciidel-Bernays set theory [5], since a natural transform;.tion F-, F is 
then a proper class of pairs. However, property A (R) can be satisfied for such SQ by 
demonstrating existence of a proper class of pairs (A, &), one for each A in &, 
such that the required conditions are satisfied. 
Theorem 1. Let R be a ring with 1 and ~8 a well-powered abclian category. Then 
there exists an exact embedding functor G : d + R -Mod if and only if d has property 
A(R): 
Proof. Suppose there is an exact embedding functor G: & + R-Mod. Let U be 
the forgetful functor R-Mod+ Ab (see [15: p. 85]), and let F be the exact 
embedding UG: & --, Ab. For each r in R and A in J& let c*(r): F(A)+ F(A) be 
the group homomorphism II e rzl obtained from the scalar multiplication operation 
of G(A). It is then easily verified that &: R +Ab(F(A), F(A)) is a ring 
homomorphism preserving 1. If f: A --) I3 in &, then F(f): F(A)+F(B) is the 
same function as the R-linear map G(f): G(A)-+ G(B), and so F(f)&(r)= 
&(r)F(f) for t in R. Therefore, & has property A(R). 
Suppose JX? ha,s property A(R) via F: .s$ --) 58 and {tA : A E al}. By P. Freyd’s 
embedding theorem [3: Thm. 3.1, p. 1801, there exists an exact embedding functor 
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J: 3 +Ab. Now JF(A) is an abelian group for A in .sz& and it becomes an 
R-module G(A) by defining rt) = J(&(~))(v), as is easily checked. Using the 
condition F(f)& (r) = & (r)F(f), we see that JF(f): G(A)-, G(B) is R-linear, and 
so G(A) and GCf) = JF(f) determine a functor G: al + R-Mod. Since JF is an 
exact embedding functor, so is G. This proves Theorem 1. 
We will follow the algebraic practice of ordering quotients by congruence 
inclusion. That is, given epimorphisms A + B + C in an abelian category, the 
quotient object of A represented by A + B is smaller than the quotient of A 
represented by the composite A + C. Under this convention, the lattice of 
subobjects of A is isomorphic to the lattice of quotient objects of A, for any A in a 
well-powered abelian category. (In the abelian category literature, quotient object 
lattices are frequently ordered by reverse inclusion, so that the subobject and 
quotient object lattices of a given object are order dual [2: pp. 34-391.) 
Say that a lattice L is representable in a well-powered abelian category & if L is 
embeddable in the lattice of subobjects (or, equivalently, quotient objects) of some 
object of &. A lattice is representable by R-modules if and only if it is 
representable in some Se, such that there is an exact embedding functor G: .Q@ + R- 
Mod. The forward implication follows because the lattice of submodules of an 
R-module n-I is isomorphic to the lattice of subobjects of iM in R-Mod, taking 
J$ = R-Mod. The reverse implication follows because such a G induces a lattice 
embedding from the lattice of subobjects of A in s4 into the lattice of subobjects of 
G (A ) in R -Mod (see [7: p. 1831). 
The duality principles in question now follow from standard abelian category 
duality arguments. 
Theorem 2. Let R be a ring with 1 and & a well-powered abelian category. Then 
there exists an exact embedding functot G: & + R-Mod if and only if there exists an 
exact embedding functor H: dop + R op-$40d. 
Proof. Suppose G:& + R-Mod is an exact embedding functor, so Se has 
property A(R) via some F: & --, 3 and (& : A E ~4) by Theorem 1. Since the 
abelian category axioms, exactness and well-poweredness are self-dual, the dual 
functor of dual categories Fop: dop* Bop is an exact embedding functor of 
well-powered abelian categories. If ti is small, then there exists a ring homomorph- 
ism top: R Op+ End(Fop) preserving 1, since End(FoP) is isomorphic to the opposite 
ring of End(F). In the general case, a similar argument avoiding the improper 
construction End(F) yields the result that Seep satisfies A (R Op). So, there exists an 
exact embedding functor H: dop+ R Op- od by Theorem 1. The converse follows 
similarly, completing the proof. 
. 
Note that Theorem 2 leads to a duality principle for diagrams. Specifically, 
suppose (S, E1, E2) is a compound diagrammatic statement in the sense of Preyd 12: 
l 3ooJd aq3 Ziuya~dwo~ ~IC~~e~y,x~~s ~01103 aJaAuo3 ayJ l saInpot.u-, a 
Icq alqewasaJdaJ s? * 7 wyl sagduq salnpoul- x 1cq aIqeluasaJdaJ: 7 ‘OS •~ waloayL 
6q pOH-dO a hdojv :H 3oiwn3 %u~ppaqwa laexa ue sqxa alay) ‘aJour.xaq~~n~ l dop 
us aIqe)uasaJdaJ s?$7 leq~ saIIdu.xi JW ui a1qeluasalda.x 7 ‘aJo3alaqL -don u! t, sums 
aqi 303 saayie1 asoqi 01 lttnp rapJo am3 ‘uoypu! dq pGltapJo 6~ art v ~03 saD!jlel 
laafqo luailonb puv wafqoqns aql ‘MON l po~-a t- JW : ;3 JolDun3 hppaqwa 
ialexa UB si alay $tzq$ qms p auos II! aIqeluasaJdaJ s! 7 asoddns l JooJd 
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